CCAA WINTER CARNIVA
WEST RELEASES NAMES
OF MARCH GRADUATES;
88 MEMBERS IN CLASS
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Entrcl
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but it is expected to be near the end of final week. Largest element
of the graduating group is composed of 63 students who will receive
The second annual California Collegiate Athletic association (CCAA) Winter carnival will get
the Bachelor of Arts degree withway this evening at 7:30 o’clock in the Men’s gym. This is the first time that the Winter Carunder
out teaching credential.
nival has been held at San Jose State college. Last year it was held at Santa Barbara. Coach Dee
In the second largest group, 15
Portal’s boxing squad and Coach Ted Mumby’s gymnastic team will be defending their titles against
_
BA degrees will be granted with
teaching credential. The class is
the most formidable of the CCAA opponents tonight and tomorrow.
1.1
rounded out by 10 post -graduates
The wrestling squad will be out to upset the dope bucket with hopes of capturing the title. Other
who will receive teaching creden besides San Jose participating in the Winter Carnival include: Santa Barbara, San Diego,
colleges
tials.
Fresno, College of Pacific, and California Polytechnic.
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
The names of eight candidates
WITH TEACHING CREDENTIAL
will be on the ballot for today’s
Dorothy Jane Azevedo, Burlin- run-off election. Voting began at
game, Kindergarten -Primary; Pa- 8:30 this morning, and students
By BARNEY BARNETT
By DAVE PARNAY
State’s defending CCAA chamtricia Ruth Barton, San Jose, Gen- may go to the polls until 4:30 p.m.
pion gymnastics team saw their
eral Elementary; Barbara Gene
Out to capture the CCAA boxThough the San Diego State colAdele Bertolotti and Joyce
Brown, San Jose, Homemaking Woods are vying for the office position as heavy favorite for this lege wrestling team defeated the ing championship, the Spartan
year’s finals disappear when Don Spartans in a dual meet earlier boxing team will go to the ring
Secondary; Nancy Buckingham, of senior class treasurer.
They
Selmons and Oscar Metz decided this year, Spartan wrestling Coach wars tonight at 8:30 in the
Vacaville, Art Secondary.
Sparreceived the highest number of
to make an academic field trip toVernon A. Cruess, Modesto, votes in the preliminaries Wednes- morrow. With the finals sched- Ted Mumby believes that an upset tan gym.
Physical Education Sec o ndar y ; day, when one person was elim- uled for 2:30 p.m. In the small gym is in store for the Aztecs when the
Just who will oppose whom will
CCAA finals get under way in the not be known until the drawings
James Stanford Gillen, Tracy, Mu- inated.
there Is no chance either boy will Men’s gym at 8:30 tonight.
Seeking the office of junior juslate today. Slated for action tosic Secondary; James Harper, Pacompete.
The Spartans will not be at full night, however, are Razor Raul
cific Grove, Business Education tice on the Student Court are
Little is known about the strength for the finals but memory Diez, Bashing Bob Anderson and
Secondary; Edward Amos Kincaid, Richard Brown and Tom Case.
Jr., Livermore, Art Secondary: Winifred Helm was placed in the strength of other CCAA schools, of a one-point loss to the Aztecs the Spartan dynamiter Kayo KenJune Frances Kopplin, Campbell, woman’s junior justice seat in the but with COP entering a full team in last year’s championships should ny Cayocca.
their chances should be increased. provide incentive enough for the
first election.
Kindergarten-Primary.
Anderson, San Jose’s 145 -pound
The sophomore presidency will The Tigers finished a poor third in hoped -for upset.
Ernest H. Luke, Los Banos, InPCI chanipion, will be fighting in
Rac- a triangular meet with Sanford
dustrial Arts Secondary; Kenneth be decided by today’s vote.
place of Wayne Fontes in the 155 CAPTAIN OUT
Stanley McGill, Oakland, Indus- ing for the office for the second and San Jose here last week.
pound bracket. Fontes, still bothDefinitely
are
Bill
mats
off
the
trial Arts Secondary; Vol Anthony time are Vern Baker and Dick
ered by an eye cut suffered durRothwell, Tom Payne and Captain
Marchi, Cupertino, Physical Edu- Cirigliano.
ing the northern road trip, will be
Freddie Albright.
Ralph Payne
Joe Ashworth and Don Gifford
cation Secondary; Aubrey Lloyd
on the sidelines during the tournawill make Albright’s weight for
Penman, San Jose, Music Secon- are vying for the sophomore vicement. Also entered in the 155the finals.
dary;
Rudolf Dietrich Pundt, president’s post.
pound class are Russ Barr of Cal
The
following
men
will
repreFour booths again are stationed
Berkeley, Industrial Arts SecondPoly, Sam Cathcart, Santa Barsent San Jose: Bryce Wheeler at
ary; Clare Helen Simpson. San about campus, reveals Chief Jusbara’s 1947 CCAA champion, and
114 pounds, Rich Carlisle at 125
tice Bill Logan.
Students may
\Jose, General Elementary.
Bob Turner of COP. Turner might
pounds,
Ralph
Payne
at
136
cast their ballot/4 at the polling
be the man to watch, for sources
pounds,
Sam
Lawson
at
147
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE place In front of the Morris Daiat COP say that he has about 50
"Fistlentt
an after- pounds, Pat Felice *at 160 pounds,
WITHOUT TEACHING CREDEN- ley, In the Library Arch, the Sciamateur victories to his credit.
TIALS
ence wing, or near the Home Eco- fights dance sponsored by the Don Foster at 174 pounds, Karl
The 135-pound division should
Freshman
class,
is
scheduled
to
Jensen
at
191
pounds,
and
Phil
nomies
building.
provide plenty of action with five
William Paul Abdallah, Stockget under way in the Women’s Bray in the heavyweight class.
boxers entered. Sparta’s Cayoeca
ton; Clifford _. Henry Almy, Jr.,
gym as soon as the CCAA boxing
will
Berkeley; William Sharrock Ashbe battling it out with Jim
MANY
PARTICIPANTS
bouts are finished tonight, anton, Monterey; Dorothy Atkinson,
Over 35 wrestlers from San Jose Yameda of Cal Poly, Pete Avilar
nounced Bob Madsen, chairman.
San Jose; John Sherman Atkinson.
State, Cal Poly, San Diego State, of COP, Billy Cormier, a CCAA
Admission is 30 cents for ASB
San Jose; Ross W. Atkinson, San
and Santa Barbara State will com- champion from Santa Barbara, and
card holders and 40 cents for
Jose; Arthur Bannister, Gilroy;
pete in the finals.
Only three Don Putnam of Fresno.
others. "We’ve arranged for some
Competing for 165-pound honors
Gloria L. Bencich, San Francisco;
men
will
defend
championships
Nine Spartans and Coach Walt swell off-the-record music from
will be Raul Diez of San Jose
Marie Catherine Binsacca, Solewon
last
year.
They
are
Jim
KitMadsen tredge, Bob
dad; Richard H. Blum, Palo Alto; McPherson leave by plane for Kan- private collections,"
Dierdorff and Don Ar- State, Nom Hong of Pacific, Cal
William Derrell Bond, Oakland; sas City tomorrow morning to rep- states. "Cokes will be sold, and nold. All represent San Diego and Poly:s Herb Pembroke and Tom
resent California at the NAIB the fun will last until 1 a.m."
Ruth Arid l Brown, Sunnyvale.
wrestle at 160, 174, and the heavy- White of Santa Barbara.
Lloyd Shaw Caldwell, San Fran- tourney.
(Continued on page 5)
weight
class respectively.
The San Jose cagers will comcisco; James Clifford Campbell,
with
teams
pete
from
32
districts
San Francisco;
Jack
William
Chaplin, Antioch; William Robert of the country, representing the
Cobb, Palo Alto; Aubrey Marshall finest small college and university
Mrs. Mary E. Simon, Soda
Commons, San Jose; Ruth Head de casaba talent in the nation.
Fountain manager, has anStu
Inman,
Chuck
Hughes,
Bob
Coux, San Jose; Byron Pembroke
nounced her resignation effecDavies, San Jose; Carl Leslie Dim- Hagen, Bob Wuesthoff, Ralph Ro- tice March 22. The information
Sparta’s natators outswam the McConnell and Bob Edrninster
eff, San Jose; Frank Dobbs, Bak- mero, Junior Morgan, Hal Marks, was received in a letter dated
St. Mary’s Gaels last night in the captured first and second place
Bob
Enzensperger,
and
John
Kane
ersfield.
Feb. 25, addressed to Comptrol- local pool and grabbed eight first respectively in the diving event.
Beatrice Lorraine Dooley, Santa are the men who will play for the ler Edward Thompson.
Jack Daly managed to edge out
places to win, 58-17.
Gold
and
White
in
this
elimination
Clara; Robert Earl Ehrrnan, SacMr. Thompson, who is also
Villiers of St. Mary’s in the 100tournament
which
begins
Monday
Tudor
Bogart
ramento; William John Elam, Sanput in the out- yard free style while Dave Moore
secretary of the Spartan Shop
ta Clara; George Robert Endrich, at 12 noon.
board, has called a special meet- standing performance of the eve- had to be content with second
"Every
will
be
game
a
tough
San Jose; Barbara Chapman Fleming of the board for this after- ning when he tied the school re- place against the same man in
ing, San Jose; May Irene Gardner, one and they’re not cinches," noon at 3:30 in room 107, to con- cord in the 50-yard free style. Ed
the 220.
"We
Malad, Idaho; George F. Garner, states Coach McPherson.
Rudloff did exceptionally well by
sider the resignation.
Pete Wolff of San Jose won a
will
play
to
win
each
game."
Hollister; Walace M. Giffen, Alaoutdistancing speedy Ralph Vil- first in the breast stroke and Waldefending
Marshall
college,
meda; Roger John Greenwald, Paliers of St. Mary’s for a first in
ly Hofman grabbed another in the
cific Grove; John A. Haller, San champions, Louisville, and Handthe 440 free style.
200-yard back stroke. Frank Peline
are
only
three
of
the
many
Jose; Jack Leland Hertel, Daly
The Spartans also won the blue ters chalked up more points for
City; Fred Huzham, Alviso; Rob- tough competitors the Spartans
ribbon in both the 300-yard med- the locals in this event by taidng
may face. How many teams they
ert Harman Johnston, Los Gatos.
ley and the 400-yard relay. Pat the second spot.
William Howlett Knight, San play depends on them, as once a
With an enlivened interest in
team is defeated it is eliminated
student politics and the construc(Continued on Page 6)
from the tournament..
tion of a new Associated Student
Body Constitution, the mental life
in this college is advanced. We
Edited by JACQUE WOLFF
By UNITED PRESS
are no longer one of the complawhich
on
communities
cent campus
NANKINGA general counter-offensive against Chinese Comma_ publie_ia_lad_itround
anchuria-Will-be-isunehed noon by the Nationalists
minority.
of
a
actions
A near capacity audience was "grown soft" hero, Jason, with a
corridor, a government military
Stiankalkwan-Chinehow
from
the
The recent publicity of Student
,L struck by the flexible power of a convincing depreciating air.
spokesman said yesterday.
the
__awakened
Ofalrvias_
Body
great-work-of-art-with- thtopengave 1111-4XUASEhI Hildreth
WASHINGTON----A libllywoOdTunion *Orr -yesterday accused-_
Ing of Dr. James Clancy’s adapta- cellent performance as the de- publieliffe afl Attlee-and thinking
being. Now the challenge is to screen cartoonist Walt Disney of producing, "Communlith"
tion of Euripides’ tragedy, "Me- voted servant.
finish the work already well be- movie industry "by consistently paying sub-standard wages."
dea," in the college Little Theater
Marian Jacobson, Stella Pinoris gun.
last night.
JERUSALEMJewish officials reported that the Arabs cut off
and Letitia Kendall were believedThe issue before the campus is
An example of what might be ly "Greek" in their graceful porHaganall patrol north of Jerusalem yesterday, captured 17
a
23-man
electo be settled in a single
called classic acting was per- trayals of the "Women of Cor- not
tion and the work undertaken to of its men, and killed them when British forces approached to interformed by Dorothy Lyon as the inth."
improve student government is far vene in a running battle.
barbarian princess, Medea. PlayRichard and Franklin Willis from finished.
LONDONYoung Michael of Romania proclaimed yesterday that
ing on a high emotional pitch brought a soft touch to the vioIt is up to you to further admost of the time, the actress lent strain of the story.
Communists forced him to "abdicate" under stern threat of plungthe
vance the quality of your campus
showed a natural ability for the
his country into a blood bath, and that he still considered himself
ing
The ingenuity of designer J. by continued active participation
difficult role.
Wendell Johnson and his crew was through the careful election of to be king.
The other members of the cast well displayed by the use of one your student officers.
PRAGUEThe Ministry of Information said yesterday that no
were somewhat overpowered by set which was applicable to the
Thomas W. Case
foreign newspaper or periodical was banned recently in Czechoslovakia,
change of mood throughout the
their principal.
ASB 4360
previous announcements to the contrary were in error.
and
John Calderwood portrayed the play.

Run-Off Race Today
Erinh. andidates To
Vie For Four Spots

GYMNASTICS

WRESTLING

BOXING

"fisticuff Fling" In
Women’s Gym After
CCAA Bouts Tonight

f

CCAA Champs Leave
For K. C. Tomorrow

BULLETIN!

St. Mary’s Swimmers Submerged
By Speedy Spartan Mermen, 58-17

Thrust and Parry

DR. CLANCY’S ADAPTATION
OF "MEDEA" WELL-RECEVED

OFF THE WIRE

Portal Clock Name?
Anti -Broyles
Anti -Broyles
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Mr. Broyles’ amusing letter of
March 2 was characterized by a
delightful disregard of the facts.
He wrote that "The review of
Dr. Hermanns’ speech . . . contained ideas and poetic expressions which are perplexing to me."
On the basis of a few fragmentary
quotations in that short interview, the professor proceeded to
refute and to ridicule Dr. Hermanna’ beliefs, Mt Church, and
the value of religion in the creation of a peaceful world.
It is regretable that Mr. Broyles
did not attend Dr. Hermanns’
speech, in view of the fact that
Dr. Broyles is an exponent of the’
scientific approach to the search
for truth. Had he done so, we
might have been able to consider this letter of his an honest
expression of considered opinion,
even though we might have disagreed with the sentiments therein.
Dr. Hermanns traced the history of German religious and
philosophical thought, in connection with the German tendency
to accept high moral ideas, and to
distort them so that they seem
to support
their preconceived
ideas of "Blood and Soil," or the
"Super-race" theory. He did not,
as Dr. Broyles assumes, blame
the late war on any lack of organized religion or religious
thought in Germany.
I do not choose to dispute with
Mr. Broyles and his personal
view concerning the practicality
or propriety of "praising the
Lord." I feel that to hold any
man’s belief concerning God up
to scorn or criticism in public
print is an act of gross impudence,
and is in the poorest of taste.
ASB 5939

Broyles Swing
Dear Thrust and Parry
and Owen M. Broyles:
Obviously you wished someone
(I suspect there will be many)
to take a swing, leaving your
printed self as wide open as you
did. You have employed some
very useful logic in your &articles
the logic of conclusive statements based upon incomplete
facts. Please note the following
glaring inconsistencies:
(1) ". . . if 3.900.000 babies in
1947 is a measure, our family life
is blessed with plenty of family."
I’m afraid that it’s not a Measure.
Birth rate statistics are valueless
as a measure of family life unless
combined with facts and figures
regarding total population, total
married population, number of
separations and divorces, juvenile
delinquency, etc, and then subjected to expert interpretive analysis. Your figures do not mention even, whether or not these
offspring are legitimate, illegitimate, or both.
(2) "Allegorical treatment of
present international problems...
is not favored as a guide to what
to believe and what to ido." How

Anti-Broyles
WSSF Campaign

Thrust and Parry

organied religion has existed for to each country which is receivalmost 2,000 years. Is there a na- ing funds; this representative disDear Thrust and Parry:
tion which has been organized penses these funds and makes
monthly reports to the central ofMr. Owen Broyles states in his that long?
fice.
McFadden
Robert
letter to Thrust and Parry, last
ASB 3455
WSSF and the World Student
Tuesday, that it is doubtful if reService Fund are synonomous.
ligion can add to the possibilities
of peace.
Florence Winning
Perhaps religion cannot, if you
Corresponding Secretary
speak of religion in the broad Dear Thrust and Parry
All -College WSSF
sense of the term. Let’s be more
and ASB 3125:
Planning Committee
specific and speak of Christianity.
WSSF acts along four main
This happens to be what Dr. Herlines of action in distributing
manns centered his speech around money
Next week is "dead week,"
to students in need of help:
last Sunday.
according to Dr. Harrison F.
(1) Medical care.
Next in line to think of is
Heath, coordinator. Only make(2) Intellectual relief.
Christianity, as seen in Jesus
up examinations can be given
(3) Emergency food, clothing, during this last week before
Christ, and not in the way we see
His principles trampled upon by and housing.
finals.
numerous "so called Christians"
(4) International projects, such
today. If the world leaders would as rest centers, student sanatoria,
study the life and work of Christ, DP’s and refugees, etc.
and attempt to follow his teachThe over-all allocation of funds
ings, there is little doubt but that is determined at WSSF headthis world would be a much bet- quarters in Geneva by the execuTM A RE
ter place in which to live.
tive committee in an annual meetNo. 13th & Gish Rd., Co1.9414
Thirdly, it will take much more ing held each summer. This comShow Starts at Dark
than an emphasis on citizenship mittee screens all requests for
FRI.-SAT.
and responsibility for the deeds money and decides upon the genof the present, to save us from eral program.
"man’s inhumanity to man."
WSSF representatives are sent
We can preach this philosophy
John Garfield, Graldine Fitsgsrald
as long as the world exists, and
yet this will n6er solve man’s in"IN OLD MEXICO"
herent nature of greed and selWilliam Boyd as Hopalong Cassidy
22
RALLARD
fishness that causes crime waves,
SUN.-MON.
wars, etc. Larger . prisons and
greater armies will never solve
MILLAND DIETRICH
the situation either.
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall
Until man is willing to change
"THE MILLERSON CASE"
his original nature by turning to
Warner Baxter
Christ,
we can expect little
Also
ESCAPE ME NEVER
change in the general direction in
TUES. WED.-THURS.
COMING SUNDAY
which this world is moving.
"NIGHT
AND DAY"
John Gothberg
ROAD TO RIO
Cary Grant, Alexis Smith
Dear Thrust and Parry and those
Also
Green for Danger
Adolescent College Students
"SO DARK THE NIGHT"
who Can’t Leave Political Posters Alone:
Dear Thrust and Parry:
While going to lunch, I was
It may be said for the Sparastonished to see a college student stooping low enough to tear- tan Daily that it prints the most
up a political poster of a candi- interesting letters. Reader Owen
date, and clutter the Quad with M. Broyles is perplexed by tried
and true religious philosophy.
its remains.
This is not only under-handed Will the confused Mr. Broyles
to the candidate’s poster, which elucidate on such a statement as
was destroyed, but a poor way to ". . . the world would be better
gain votes for an opponent. To off if religious people were civilthink that San Jose State con- ized more, and if civilization were
with TYRONE POWER and ALICE FAYE
tains students whose minds are so less distorted by the organized
Chapter Four: DOORWAY OF DEATH
weak that they are not able to religions?"
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
And please, Mr. Broyles, when
see the damage done to the earnpaign, but also the disgrace to you present statistics on the birth
AND SELECTED SHORTS
the college and its governing rate in the U. S. for 1947, also
bodies. It is odd to think that give us the death rate for 1947.
Coming Easter Sunday: KEYS OF THE KINGDOM
college students would use such Then we will have a better view
is
US
the
which
at
the
rate
of
juvenile tactics.
Let’s keep the future campaigns being populated.
As a final thought, let Reader
of State clean and aboveboard!
Broyles contemplate the fact that
ASB 3082
can "allegorical treatment" be
a guide? It is merely a method of
illustration and explanation which
may be used for clarification in
connection with any given subject. I have never heard any intelligent person represent it as
a guide to believe in.
(3) History has shown that
there have never been any true
religious wars; all have economic
and political bases. In fact, the
Christian religion is opposed to
violence of any sort.
(4) "It is not religion . . . but
citizenship and responsibility for
the deeds of the present that will
save us . . " There was a time,
Mr. Broyles, when "responsibility
for the deeds of the present" did
not require us to provide for sick,
poor, aged, destitute, or homeless;
there was a time when child labor
was proper, keeping a slave was
lawful, and education was reserved for the nobility.
It was the church which accomplished these reforms and provided us with a social conscience.
Incidentally, the word "citizenship," which you so casually use,
is a fairly new one in our vocabularycitizenship was not always considered a "right of man."
If you are not responsible to God,
where is your responsibility to
come from? Surely not to oneself,
for who among us is that important? Shall we not praise the
Lord, as you suggest? Who, then?
David A. Comstock
ASB 6068

Broyles And Religion

WSSF Answers

aa,mmifl

C

"NOBODY LIVES
FOREVER"

5 TNT E

"DARK PASSAGE"

GOURMET%

Posters Destroyers

Broyles’ Letter

THIS
SUNDAY NIGHT
THE JAZZ SINGER

AL JOLSON
Rose Of Washington Square

7:30

QUALITY MEATS
SELF SERVICE
MEAT YOU CAN EAT AND ENJOY

JOE HALL’S

BACON East. Sqrs. lb. 39c CARROTS, 2 bu.

17c

Carleton H. Davis* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He flunked the Finger Nail Test

2c

OYSTERS, Pint

69c CABBAGE, lb.

HAMS, Picnic, lb.

.45c AVOCADOS, 2 for

2Ic

GROUND BEEF, lb.

45c APPLES, 3 lbs.

25c

FREE PARKING
OPEN EVENINGS and SUNDAYS

MORRIS DAILEY AUD
EVERY SUNDAY
25c fax incl.

HANRAHAN’S
314 E. Santa Clara

Interested in

JOURNALISM?
if you are.andwontapr’ctical supplement to your
f general
catio our speci al correspondence seminar or colrege
. edun,
students is-

We Kindly Invite State
College Students to the
Home of the Continental
Table. Open All Day .. .
LUNCHEON 50c up
AFTERNOON SNACKS
DINNERS $1.00 up

CAFE
CHALET
37W. San Carlos

- DesiTied-to-teacit you-the news reporting and writing fundamentals you must-know Wised a-reporter’s
job.
Directed by veteran metropolitan newspaperrnen
who know what they are talking about.
Arrtnged so it can be studied easily in conjunction
with college work.
Priced for the student purse. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Spring registrations now being accepted.

Enrollment limited.

For information, writ.

PACIFIC SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
Box 116

Oakland 4, Calif.

ACID INDIGISTION, Brother Hippo? Feeling mentally
mildewed? Wallowing in grief? What you need is a tonic.
And your best bet is Wildroot Cream -Oil hair tonic. It’s
"again and again the choice of men who put good grooming
first?" Just a touch of Wildroot Cream -Oil grooms your
hair neatly and naturally without that plastered -down
look. Relieves annoying drynesaand removes embarrassing
loose dandruff? And Wildroot Cream -Oil is the nonalcoholic hair tonic containing soothing Lanolin. Get
tube or bottle of Wildroot Cream -Oil at any drug or toilet
goods counter today. And ask your barber for a professional application. See for yourself how
tt helps you pass the Fingernail Test!
* of 120 Forest Drive, Orchard Park, N.Y.

WEEKEND CEREMONIES INSTALL
ALPHA CHI OMEGA ON CAMPUS
Beverly Clay Heads
Gamma Eta Chapter;
Greets Nat’l Officers
Alpha Chi Omega, national fraternity for women, joins the list
of Pan-Hellenic organizations on
the San Jose State college campus
this weekend when the organization installs Beta Gamma Chi soThis
ciety as its 71st chapter.
chapter will be known as Gamma
Eta, according to Bev Clay, president.
The installation program lists
pledging ceremonies, for Friday
evening, followed by’ an informal
reception for the national officers
at the Hotel Sainte Claire. Initiation of collogiate and .alumnae
groups will be held Saturday afternoon with a formal banquet scheduled for the evening at the Sainte
Claire.
The weekend’s activities will
close with a model chapter meeting Sunday morning and formal
reception in the afternoon at the
Mrs. William L.
Student Union.
Sheppard is chairman of initiation
arrangements.
National officers who will be in
San Jose to conduct these activities are Mrs. Harry H. Power, Austin, Texas, national president;
Mrs. Ivan L. Willis, Flossmoor,
Ill., national vice-president; Mrs.
Paul D. Dodds, national western
counselor, and Mrs. Ned Lewis,
national province president, both
from Los Angeles., Mrs. Matthew
H. Scott, Berkeley, national secretary; and Mrs. Robert R. Lockhart,
San Francisco, alumnae district
chairman.
Alpha Chi Omega was founded
in October, 1885, at DePauw university. In addition to the college
chapters, there are 130 organized
alumnae groups throughout the
country.
Alpha CM Omega has long supported various philanthropic projects and has made a special project of activities for child welfare.
Early in World War II the fraternity gave funds for the establishment of a shelter for bombshocked children in England. Later the organization sponsored four
nursery schools in Detroit and Milwaukee, for children whose fathers
were in service and whose mothers
were employed.
The organization has helped
sponsor, since 1909, the MacDowell
Colony at Peterborough, N. H., an
institution to foster creative art.
established
was
project
The
through the efforts of Mrs. Marian
MacDowell, a member of Alpha
Chi Omega and widow of composer Edward MaaDowell.
Pledges who will be initiated
this weekend are Carole Anderson, Ronnie Baker, Pat Bodwell,
Diana Britton, Dennise Bushnell,
Bev Clay, Pat Cook, Adeline Clark,
Rovelle Ferguson, May Gardner,
Jane Benquist, Nadine Varni, Mary
Virginia Harrison, Colleen Johnson, Mary Ann Johnson, Leah Keller, Pat Kelley, Florence Malerbi,
Pat Pellett, Vera Ramke, Lou
Reed, Pat Storms, Pat Young, and
Francine Pouey.

PEGASUS TO EDIT
LITERARY WORK

Gibson Walters, vionn instructor
in the College Musk department,
will be featured as soloist at the
Symphonic Orchestra concert to
Inquiry in English classes indi- be presented Tuesday evening in
cates that at least 500 copies of the Morris Dailey auditorium.
the proposed SJS literary maga"Symphonie Espagnole" (Opus
zine would sell en the campus, ac- 21) by Edouard Lab, which Mr.
cording to Dr. Raymond. Barry, Walters will play, has been parhead of the English department. ticularly popular this season, acDr. Barry adds that it is desired cording to Dr. Lyle Downey, head
to make the publication annual if of the Music department and conthe apparent student support ma- ductor of the orchestra.
terializes this year.
The composition, a Spanish piece
The sale price of approximately
written
by a French composer, was
95 cents for the 40-page book,
which will consist entirely of read- first performed in the late 1800s.
Mr. Walters was Assistant Proing matter in the form of stories,
essays and poems, will not meet fessor of Musk and conductor of
the cost of printing. The deficit the Symphony Orchestra at the
will be made up this year by draw- University of Idaho at Pocatello
ing on a small magazine fund left before coming to San Jose State
over in the English department college in 1947.
from "El Portal," a student magaHe was formerly violinist in the
zine formerly sponsored by the de- Chicago Symphony Orchestra and
partment and discontinued during has appeared as violinist with
the
the war.
American Conservatory orchestra
Materials are being assembled in Springfield, Mo., and the Uniand edited by Pegasus literary versity of Idaho Symphony orcheshonor society, in collaboration tra.
with an English departmental
committee appointed by Dr. Barry
and consisting of Robert V. Orem,
Child Gets Life Term
Mrs. Charlotte Rideout, Dr. Esther
Boston (UP)The
gates of
Shephard, Otho C. Williams and
Massachusetts’
century - and - a Additional
Dr. James 0. Wood.
half-old state prison have closed
matertals are solicited for the first
on
the youngest life-termer prisover
number and may be turned
to any member of the English de- oner ever admitted to the institupartment or of Pegasus. Presi- tion. He is 13-year-old Ralph A.
dent of Pegasus is Jean Gren- Duchacek, Jr., an Ashland newsbeaux. Members of the organiza- bq who, without apparent motion favor "The Reed" as a title tive, strangled one of his women
customers. Duchacek was only 12
for the magazine.
at the time of the crime.

Director Says Action Based
On Racial Issue; NAIB
Says Negro Ban Stands
NEW YORK (UP)The Manhattan college basketball team has
withdrawn from the NAIB tournament in Kansas City today as college officials charged that the
tournament was guilty of "racial
discrimination."
Brother, Eusebius, FCS, Manhattan’s director of athletics, announced the withdrawal yesterday
and said the action was based
solely on the racial issue.
(In Kansas City, tourney Secretary Emil S. Liston said Siena college of Ludonville, N. Y., had been
selected to replace Manhattan.)
Brother Euseblus charged that
the contract submitted by the
NAIB to Manhattan specifically
stated that "colored students are
not eligible" to compete. The
clause was not noticed, he said,
when the college accepted the bid

A PENNY SAVED

25-29 S. Third Street
332 E. Santa Clara St.
24th and Santa Clara St.

Delta Gamma ...

24
Hours

You

DRIVEIN=
DELTA SIGMA

19TH GREEN TEE OFF
at

La Rinconada Country Club
BIDS MAY BE OBTAINED
AT THE DANCE

9 to I
Sport Dress

ocean blue pedal pusher for by-the-

Hart’sHi-Toisn ShopSecond Floor

Canoga
Car-Hops
To Serve

r:.."7"1111/111i
Open

BLUE SKIES . . . and clear sailing
for Joanne Thornley in our trim

Pedal Pushers, $8.98

There’s no minimum balance required, no monthly
service charge. You rarely buy ten blank cileas for
$1.00, use them like any .wws.-osv..
other checks, and whwn
they’re gone, you buy ten
more.

The

First National Bank
of San Jose

A PENNY EARNED

SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
275 E. William

ponald

sea fashions. 10-16.

Pay-As-You -Go Checks

Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to College
Close to town

Members of Phi Kappa Pi (now
pledging Gamma Phi Beta, national sorority) entertained the Winter quarter pledge class at a dance
Friday night at La Rinconada
Country club.
Barbara Quadros was in charge
of the dressy affair. Dancing was
from 9 to 1 to the music of Kenny
Taix and his orchestra.
Patrons and patronesses were
Avery: Mr.
Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Al Gordoy, Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn A. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. John
Spurgeon and Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.
Williams.

ACROSS FROM CIVIC AUDITORIUM

8

last week, but Manhattan officials
took prompt action when it was
called to their attention by a student group studying inter-racial
problems.
A monument over the great pacer, winner of last year’s $25,000
Roosevelt track derby, will be
erected by owner Fred G. Greenly, who dropped his plans to ship
the body to Harrington, Del., due
to delay of the post-mortem.

Golden West Dry Cleaners

Phi Kappa P1...

The new Gamma Eta Chapter of
Delta Gamma, national women’s
fraternity, held its winter pledge
dance Saturday night at Brookdale lodge.
Arrangements for the semi -formal affair were made under the
direction of Nancy Talbot.
Patrons and patronesses for the
affair were Mr. and Mrs. Earle
Cavins, Dr. and Mrs. Jack Vogel man, Mr. and Mrs. John Dowdle,
Miss Wanda Witherspoon and Miss
Lillian Billington.
Gamma Eta is the former Kappa
society on campus.
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Violin Instructor
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VICTORIOUS SAN JOSE CAGERS
LEAVE TOMORROW FOR KAS. CITY
By JOHN GOTHBERG
After completing the most successful season in the history of
basketball at San Jose State, the Spartans leave by air tomorrow
morning for Kansas City and the National Association of Intercollegiate Basketball tournament.
The Gold and White team has a record to date of twentylone

REBOUNDS
By A. M. FRITZ
Wednesday night’s game
was a fitting finale for a fine basketball team’s home season.
. .. Tomorrow morning the McPhersonsmen (nine of them) leave
for Kansas City by plane and a
chance to add some trimming to
the bangup job they did this season.
. . . With the end of the cage
season, the Inmans and the Wuesthoffs and the Hagens won’t be
making those trips to San Jose.
Parental eyes have watched their
offspring many times this season.
PEPPERDINE GREAT
. Two fine teams competed
for the honor of representing California at the NAIB tournament.
You can’t help but feel sorry for
Jerry Lowther and Bill Lindquist
of the Waves, who had hoped for
a trip homeward. Both men are
native to the locality.
The crowd was electrified and
stared long and hard as Bob Hagen dribbled down court. He dribbled part way, and about 25 feet
from the bucket took off. He
sailed through the air like a meteor and, when he came down, it
was two points for our side and
one of the longest sustained human
flights without benefit of an air7
plane ever witnessed.
Wave and Spartan cagers congratulated each other after the
game, with the former offering
best wishes for future success and
the latter condolences, and the
wish that both teams could have
gone.
Al Duer, Pepperdine coach, gave
a friendly word of advice to the
Spartans. Any bodily contact at
the NAIB tournament will be
called a personal foul, and the red’ereelng is much stricter.
SPARTANS AND INMAN
The cool manner in which the
Spartans played ball and their 72
per cent accuracy on the free
throwline made the difference.
Both teams were tense and anxious to win, but our side, aided by
the fact they were playing on
their home court and skillful ball
handling during all but the opening minutes of the second half provided the difference.
Stu Inman, continuing his sterling play, tanked 22 points. With
a little more confidence in himself Inman ill now the greatest
threat to the opposition. His hook
shot from the key is greatly improved and he will be a big factor
in whatever Spartan wins are accomplished in
JOB WELL DONE
Chuck Hughes, Bob Hagen and
Bob Wuesthoif are others who are
Any one of the
all dangerous.
aforementioned is liable to break
out in a scoring rash during the
course of any game. This factor
has contributed to San Jose cage
success during the past season.
When one man can’t hit, there is
usually another who can.
It not, there are always Hal
Marks, who has done some timely
scoring, Junior Morgan, who is just
beginning to recover from football
injuries and should be great when
the Gold and White need rebound
control, and Bob Enzensperger,
- who has improved his style of play
this year.

victories and eight losses. Along
with this exceptional season’s record, the locals boast the completion of a ten game league schedule without a mar.
San Diego State and Santa
Barbara wound up with a tie for
second spot with six wins and
four defeats. College of Pacific,
who won the championship last
year, came out in third place this
time with five wins and as many
losses.
CAL POLY
Cal Poly, who gave the Spartans one of their toughest games
of the season, ended up in the
cellar position with only one victory to their credit.

HERE’S
TN DEAL
By BARNEY BARNETT

FROSH STARS
Bob Bowles, Orv Orton, and
Chuck Crampton, who have played top notch basketball for the
freshmen, will be moving up to
strengthen next year’s varsity. All
three of these fellows have proved
themselves dead eyes at hitting the
bucket.
FINAL CCAA STANDING
W.
L.
Pct.
San Jose
10
0
1.000
San Diego
8
4
.600
Santa Barbara
4
6
.800
Pacific
5
5
.500
Fresno
2
8
.200
Cal Poly
1
9
.100

By DAVE PARNAY
With the exception of Gene Franco who has been defaulted
to second position, members of the varsity tennis team have been
working hard all week in preparation for a tentative match with San
Mateo on Friday and the opening of the CCAA schedule on Saturday
morning with COP. Two other changes have taken place along with

A person or persons unknown
on the staff of the Chico State
Wildcat has been taking swings
at San Jose State college in general and the Spartan athletic department in particular for some Don McKenzie’s ouster of Franco
for the first singles spot. Dave
time now.
Parnay regained third singles and
LISTEN: CHICO SPEAKS
will meet Franco this afternoon
For the benefit of the rabid
readers of this column who have in a challenge, match, and Ed
not heard of Chico State, it is re- Terry took fifth singles from Ev
portedly a college and reportedly Sawyer. The varsity now stands
as follows: Don McKenzie, Gene
located in Northern California.
To Rt back to our main theme, Franco, Dave Parnay, Chet Bulwe wonder what we poor Spartans wa, Ed Terry, and Sawyer. Manhave done to earn the ire and
,scorn of the Wildcat (no pun) ediPerhaps the methtorial board.
bers of Chico’s fourth estate are
suffering from an inferiority comDEL MAR, Calif., March 4 (UP).
plex because they are not con- A ruptured main artery to the
nected with a fine paper like the heart was blamed today for the
Daily. Or perhaps they feel that death of pacing champion Direct
their coaches and athletes far out- Express.
shine our willing workers at
A post-mortem examination by
Sparta.,
Dr. Norman G. Roberts, veterinarian, revealed the fatal injury.
00P8 CHICO
The horse dropped dead Monday
However, we thiltk it is only fair
while in training here and was
that we point out to the Wildcat
buried in the infield of the Del
sport staff that the Chico boxing
Mar track yesterday.
team has twice signed for matches
wih San Jose State and have twice
TERM PAPERS TYPED
seen fit to back out, or should we
say cancel, the matches. Not that
we blame them for not wishing to
meet the likes of Bob Anderson,
Kan Cayocca, Spartan Charlie
Fast efficient work. Student rates.
Phone Col. 8100-M or Col. 4469-W
Townsend et al. However, if ChiWE CALL FOR AND DELIVER
co State sport writers think their
boys are so vastly better than ours,
they should offer some explanation for the reluctance to engage
in athletic relations with the Spartans. Or, in more vulgar terms,
put up or shut up.

RACE HORSE DIES

RELIABLE TYPING
SERVICE

The outstanding ability of men
like Chuck Hughes, Stu Inman,
and Bob Wuesthoff has made this
splendid showing possible. Bob
Hagen’s tine floor play and shooting has saved the day for State
on more than one occasion. Ralph
Romero is the boy who has received little acclaim for the terrific Job that he has done for
the locals, particularly on defense.
She: "Are you the bull of the
There are several other men campus?"
He: "That’s me, baby."
who have done a great deal to
She: "Moo!"
help the Washington Square team
hit the top. These include: Hal
Marks, Bob Enzensperger, Ron
Staley,
Junior
Morgan,
John
Kane, George Keene, Swift Wunker, and Art Allen.
HUGHES AND RESERVES
Coach Walt McPherson will
lose Chuck Hughes, Hal Marks,
Ron.. Staley, and.. John Kane
through graduation. Thus, he will
see the return of his entire first
string with the exception of
Hughes. On paper this may look
like the Spartan mentor has a
cinch for another championship.
However, Hughes has not only
been one of State’s outstanding
scorers and defensive men, but
he Is the man that has oftentimes
been responsible for holding the
team together.

NETMEN OPEN CCAA SCHEDULE
AGAINST COP TIGERS TOMORROW

ager Jim Waterman is seventh
and Bob Phelphs, is eighth.
The Spartans have been concentrating on singles and except
in practice matches with San
Mateo JC have played no doubles
at all. However, McKenzie and
Franco will probably play first
doubles, Parnay and Terry second, and Daiwa and Sawyer third.

PAR PHOTO
SERVICE
Photo Supplies - Finishing
61 E Santa Clara Street

THREE MILES NORTH OF PALO
They’ll

FRY

bake or broil that chop
as you like it take

MY
word for it, ye can’t
HIDE
the fact that chops are bestest at

0
3435 El Camino - Altherton

Al’s Sporting Goods
Fishing Tackle

Camping Supplies

Guns & Ammunition
Athletic Equipment
79 E SANTA CLARA ST

COL 9032,1

rim.ammerAmoo4modkmo....,..mIr

Lois Fowler
4 3 6 UNIVERSITY
?AL ALTO

For Your Easter Vacation
You’ll Want A New

Bathing Suit
you’ll

FIND
. . AND
IT AT HOFFMAN’S
If you want to be the
smartest mermaid . .
just head to Hoffman’s.
where you’ll find every
flattering new style (by
Catalina and other famous names) in one and
two-piecers .. in prints,
solids, novelties . . in
’este., rayon satins, cottonns, etc.

HOFFMAN’S
Sweater Shop
31 South Second Street

Dressy
9- I

IT’S THE
SOPH HOP

Our new Bridal Salon offers you the largest
collection of Bridal Gowns on the peninsula.
"Now is the time to select your Wedding
Dress." Gowns priced from $69.

Rainbow

Paul Putnam

Ballroom

and His Orchestra
.imm.

0

BOXERS CLASH
AGAINST CCAA
FOES TONIGHT
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McPherson Compares Present Cage Five
With 1938 Team, Has A Long Career
By BOB BLACKMON
Walt McPherson compared his 1947-48 CCAA champion basketball team today with the last great basketball aggregation from
Spartathe 1938 team composed of Carroll, Kotta, Radinich, Thomson, and McPherson.
The basketball mentor said that the ’38 team was better defensively and possibly better as ball
100000000000000000000000C handlers, but this year’s club is
better offensively. The ’38 quintet won their last 18 games of the
season, including contests with
Santa Clara, St. Mary’s and U.S.F.
By B()YD SCHULTZ
I
Looking forward to next season,
Coach McPherson said that the
team should be one of the best on
SPARTANS VS. WAVES
the Coast. This year’s entire firstBob Hagen was a driving man string will return with the excepWednesday evening against Pep- tion of Chuck Hughes. Bob Enperdine. The loose-Jointed forward zensperger and Junior Morgan, cahas been hampered with ankle pable alternates, are only sophotrouble the past month, but ap- mores. Up from the frosh are Bob
parently that ankle was okay Bowies and Chuck Crampton, who
against the Waves. Bob caged would fit well into any coach’s
eight goals, most of which were plans.
the drive-in variety, and a brace of
PLAYED UNDER WILLIAMS
free throws to give him 18 points
for his evening’s work.
Coach McPherson’s first venture
Stu Inman added to his record- into scholastic athletics was for
breaking total. The ukulele-play- Walt Williams, varsity baseball
ing pivot man has had a great coach, then baseball coach for San
year with the Spartans and it’s Jose High school. At that time
nice to think that he will be he spread 135 pounds over a 6 ft.
1 in. frame.
around for two more seasons.
At Sparta, McPherson won letHUGHES FINALE
ters in basketball, baseball, and
Chuck Ilughes was given a football, lie was fullback and capthunderous ovation when he left tain of the great 1938 Dud Dethe contest via the foul route with (.root coached team.
a few minutes of play remaining.
He returned to State to coach
It was Chuck’s last college game freshman basketball and varsity
in
in Spartan gym and he played
baseball in the spring of _1939. In
his usual stellar style. He added 1941 and 1942 he coached varsity
11 points to the cause and en- basketball. After a leave of abgineered many scoring plays.
sence for service in the Navy, he

SIDELINE SLANTS

Steady is the word for Bob
Wuesthoff. Bob’s scoring has been
a pleasant surprise to Spartan
fans the season over. He got 9
against the Pepperdiners besides
doing a great bit of rebound work
under both baskets.

returned as coach of varsity basketball players.

BADMINTON CHAMP
The 1941 Spartan team was co champion with San Diego State
college. The Aztecs later went to
Kansas City to defeat Murray
State Teacher (Ky.) in the finals
DEFENSE COGS
Bob Enzensperger and Ralph of the NAIB tournament.
Romero, although they didn’t figCoach McPherson is assistant
ure too prominently in the scoring, coach of the varsity football team
were vital cogs in the Spartan ma- also.
chine. Bob made a couple of beauHe has held the county badmintiful assists, one of which saw him ton championship since 1942.
save the ball from going out of
bounds and passing to Hagen for a
drive in shot. He converted a
Pepperdlne out of bounds play into
a bucket for our side.

Slated to box Saturday night for
the Spartans are Rudy Aguirre,
Spartan Charlie Townsend, Pete
Franusich and Rod Richardson.
Roughhouse Rudy Aguirre, the
Atomic Artist, will be battling
against Bill Carrillo of COP for
the 125-pound championship. No
information is available on Carrillo and .he may well be the dark horse of the tourney.
Spartan Charlie Townsend, who
has suffered only one defeat this
season, will be San Jose’s contender for 130-pound honors. He will
be matched with Les Risling of Cal
Poly in what looms a,s a banner
battle.
Portal probably will not announce his 145-pound entrant until
late today. However, the man
picked may expect somewhat of an
argument from Shunro Noumura
of Cal Poly before he can lay claim
to the CCAA crown.
Pickaxe Pete Franusich, the
Spartan light -heavy, will provide
the evening’s entertainment for
Gene Pimentel, 175-pound Mustang
from Cal Poly.
Rowdy Rod Richardson, who has
been improving all season, will be
fighting it out for unlimited honors with Cal Poly’s Ken Cornelius
in the only heavyweight brawl of
the tournament.

SJ STATE SI-100TERS WIN

Stanford is undefeated in their
first three contests, holding victories over Portola AC, USF, and
Bank of America. The Spartans ....olloullo411mmoor
also hold a victory over the Bank
of America nine.

LINEUP
Pete Denevi will handle the
catching assignment
The remaindesr of the lineup will see
George Weimer at first base,
Frank Vizza at second, Don Lopes
at short and Will Concklin at
third.
Jack Marcipan will start
in left field, Johnny Metz will be
at center, and John Peterson will
patrol the right field area.
Game time is 2:30.

Ei!J//
RIDE ON DOWN
to
KRAGEN’S
Auto Supply
Everything for your
car at Lowest Prices

Plans are under way for Memorial Day services here, according to Paul Pitman, dean of men.
Dean Pitman is chairman of the
committee that already has set
forth a tentative program for observance of this day.

JUST A FEW BLOCKS
FROM SCHOOL

427 SO. FIRST
Good Luck, Spartans in
the coming boxing matches
Open ’HI 12 Game Nights
FOR A LIGHT SNACK
OR A MEAL
OUR FOOD IS UNEXCELLED

Thrust and Parry
Contest Results?
Dear Thrust and Parry:
I’ve been looking in the Daily
for the results of the "Name the
Boxing Clock Contest." As yet
no word has been published concerning this. Would like very
much to know what the committee decided.
Sincerely yours,
A Strong Athletic Supporter

IL

E
183 E SAN FERNANDO ST
CrE

HOME MADE SOUPS
HOT COFFEE

.V

.r...lia .
(..

DELICIOUS CHILIBURGERS
HOME MADE CHILI

Church
Directory

.,

Vet 4.46..Niza ;

There is a welcome
awaiting you

You’ll find everything you eat
is-tops otVOIGHT’S priced
right too. That is why this is
the popufai; spot with SPARTANS
and we intend keeping it so.
Rooms Available for Private Parties

3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL

If’s true, Guys and Gals. Buy
your gasoline at the $AAVON
STATION. 4th and William.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

165 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN

JOSE

S

FINEST

RESTAURANT

Ill
III
-, -

..9 P

SUNDAY SERVICES
7:30 a.m. Holy Communion
I I a.m. Morning Prayer
(Holy Communion 1st Sunday
of Month)
S.J.S.C. Students
Canterbury Club 7:30 p.m.
Wed. 12:30 Holy Communion
(Chapel 220 S. 7th St.)

SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICE - II a.m.
Service Subject:
HINTS ON HOUSE CLEANING

YOU CAN’T MISS ...SE 17
RAMMER OR NEW PORN cur

OPEN

MALONEY WILL START
Williams will start Con Maloney
on the hill against the redmen.
Maloney looked very good against
the Bank of America club, going
all the way.

Trinity Episcopal
Church

BO S. 5th St

SAVE IN CASH!

N.E. Cor. 4th & WillIam

Football Candidates: All candidates for the 1948 varsity football team will meet Monday,
March 8, in 5112 at 3 p.m. The
meeting will not last long.

First Christian
Church

Air France has taken over the
Invalides Station in Paris as an
air terminal ctiplibie of- handling
800 passengers an hour.

$AAVON

Football Notice

SUNDAY COLLEGE CLASS 9:45 a.m.
Senior C.Y.F. at 6:30 p.m.

Good luck in K.C., fellows, and
from all Spartan fans, thanks a
lot for a season of fine basketball.

Service Station

Coach Walt Williams’ baseball
team will go after their second
win tomorrow when they cross
bats with the Stanford Indians at
the farm at 2:30.

The San Jose State rifle team
out shot the Bronco gunners of
Santa Clara University 1320 to
1293 in a Intercollegiate rifle
match yesterday.
A. Bayley, Spartan sharpshooter
was high point man for the San
Jose State team with a score of
292. Other riflemen included Ken
Calhoun, D. Hernandez, Riley,
Felt, Steele, McCarthy, and Collier.
A. Gosolini was high man for
Santa Clara. He had 268.

ON TO KANSAS CITY
The entire team played "Big
League" basketball against the
hook shot artists from Los Angeles
way. Many fans thought it the
best basketbal game of the season.
Both clubs made it clear that they
wanted the trip to Kansas City. If
any club ever looked great in
losing, Pepperdine did Wednesday
night.
The Spartans will travel by air
to the mkt-west. If they play as
they did against Pepperdine, no
team hack there will have an easy
time.

SAN JOSE STATE BASEBALL TEAM VIES
WITH STRONG STANFORD NINE
AT PALO ALTO TOMORROW AT 3 P. M.

Second and St. John

Grace
Baptist Church

SUNDAY PROGRAM
Worship Services 14 cm. & 7:30 p.m.
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Youth Fsllowship 6:30 p.m.

SUNDAY SERVICE
COLLEGE AGE SUNDAY SCHOOL

CLASS 9:30 a.m.
St. Paul Methodist
Morning Services 11:00 a.m.
CollsgsB.Y.F.6:30 p.m.
-.Church
F.Y.B
Ilt-48tersirtse, Pastor
if
"The Friendly Church Downtown"

__Sis_entinn at Semmed St.:

Christian Science
’ Services
First Church of Christ Scientist
St. James St., Bet. First and Second
A Branch of THE Mother Church
The first Church of Christ
Scientist in Boston, Mass.
II A.M. and 8 P.M.
SUNDAY
Sunday School at 9:30 A.M.
Weelly Testimonial Meeting
Wednesday. 8 P.M.
Reading Room, 28 West
San Antonio St.
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED

Evening Sal-vizorkW p.m.
Sunday Supper 5:00 p.m.

.

’

106 and San Fornando .

ATTEND
YOUR
CHURCH

_

AP:rivten1":48
More

GRADS
(Continued from Page 1)
Jose; Donald Charles Krogh, Menlo Park; Dtnald W. Krouskup, San
Bernardino; Harvey Henry Kustel, San Luis Obispo; William Glen
LaBee, Stateline; Doris Amelia
Lenahan, Modesto; Colleen McCann, San Jose; Duncan McConnell, Campbell; Cecile Marie Monahan, San Jose; Jeananne Morse,
Palo Alto; Zoda Robbins Moulton,
San Jose; Carl Peter Muttersbach,
Santa Cruz.
Winifred Mary Ooghe, San Mateo; Peter George Palmos, Sacramento; Charles Norman Peterson,
San Jose; Gus Ernest Pinoris, San
Jose; Jane Sarah Pope, Modesto;
James Irving Rambo, San Jose;
Harold E. Reed, Paso Robles; Joseph Raymond Rowan, Hastings,
Minn.; Raymond C. Savin, Los
Gatos; Frances E. Scheiber, Redwood City; Delphine Marie Soito,
Centerville; Joseph Mayer Stein,
San Jose; Lester Luraine Weagly,
San Jose; William H. Willson, San
Jose.
Hugh A. Wilson, Alameda; Leslie E. Worcester, San Jose; Patricia Anne Young, Walnut Creek.
POST-GRADUATES RECEIVING
TEACHING CREDENTIALS
Aileen Elizabeth Reamer, SacraKindergarten - Primary;
mento,
Richard Holly DeVoe, Morgan Hill,
General Secondary; Morris McKay
Dill, Chowchilla, Music Secondary;
Evelyn Lorraine Feige, San Mateo,
Art Secondary.
Fred Graham Fogg, Palo Alto,
Industrial Arts Secondary; Armand Belmont Merren, Davis, Business Education Secondary; Betty
Ann Leitch, Mountain View, General Elementary; Alexandria Pares, Sacramento, General Elementarry; Kenneth Edward Wilkens,
Mountain View, Art Secondary;
Alma Jean Wolff, San Jose, Art
Secondary.

CLASSIFIED ADS
STUDENTS’
MANUSCRIPTS
TYPEWRITTEN and edited, special student rates. Mimeographing and stencils cut.
BONNIE
IRELAND, 212-A Porter Bldg.,
Col, 4742-J.
FOR SALE: ’36 Olds four -door
sedan with radio and mechanical
condition perfect. Must sell quick.
$525. 318 N. 6th St.
FOR RENT: One room, two
single beds. 56 S. 8th St., Col.
1916-W.
SAVE MONEY: Cook your own
food.
Modern,
fully
equipped
kitchen available 24 hours a day.
Two single beds for men students.
Laundry privileges. Col. 8952-W.
ROOM AND BOARD for college girl. Good food. Spring quarter. Ramonda, 429 N. 3rd St.

;Merle Knox’ Team Santa Clara Given ’ Advanced Science Faulk Exonerated;
No Profanity Used
Takes First In Meet Artistic ’New Look’ Course Offered
Before a good turnout yesterday
at the Spartan track field, Merle
Knox’s team won a hard-fought
Interclass Track meet with 75
points. Connie Kazarinoff (Varneck) squad was second with 64.
Linn was next with 51; Bob Likens, 49; Tom Birmingham, 45; and
Theino Knowles, 84.
The outstanding performers on
the varsity squad included Gene
Haynes, Woody Linn, Ray and
and
Don
Howard Overhouse,
Smalley, and Thelno Knowles.
Haynes won the distance races,
while Smalley took the 180-yard
event but was tied for first by Don
Bingham.
The high hurdles and the discus
toss were the two best and closest
races during the day. Ray Overhouse had to be at has best to win
the event with a 149 feet and nine
Inches. In the high hurdles Jack
Passey won with the time of 8.7.
Knowles won two events and participated in several others.
George Mattos was the outstandHe won
ing novice performer.
They were the
three events.
broad jump, high jump and the
pole vault.
The Likens team won a nip and
tuck relay which wound up the
afternoon’s track program.

Advanced Nature Study 100 will
How does Santa Clara look to
be offered spring quarter for those
you?
students who have completed NaTwenty-three artistic interpreStudy. The class will meet
tations of this area are now on ture
Monday and Wednesday afterdisplay on the second floor of the
from 1:30 to 4:30.
Art building. The exhibit is the noons
"The course is planned to use
work of Art majors in the waterthe material collected on field
color class, 127B.
trips and available in most schools
Warren W. Faus, instructor, re- and also to devise teaching techmarked, "These watercolors rep- niques and devices suitable for
resent work from every member elementary classroom work," acof the class. It is an unusually cording to a notice from the Sciinteresting show and I’m sure the ence department office.
student body will want to see it."
Students
interested
in
the
The exhibit will continue on course should sign up with the
display until the end of this quar- secretary in the Education office
ter, said Mr. Faus.
or contact Dr. Matthew F. Vessel
in the Science building.

, Kovyers Will Talk
To Calvin Club
The meaning of Calvinism will
be explained by Neal Kovyers at
the devotional meeting of Calvin
club Sunday evening at 7:30 in the
First Presbyterian church, 60 N.
Third street. Preceding Kovyer’s
talk, Calvin club will hold a vesper service in the Campus Inn,
next door to the church. Vespers
start at 6:30.

Wild Life Discussed
Donald McLean of the California State Fish and Wild Life
Service will discuss various aspects of the conservation of our
wild life before the conservation
of natural resources class Monday morning at 8:30 in room S210.
A portion of the period will be
reserved for answering students’
questions on the subject.
CLASSIFIED ADS

Announcements
Nature Study
ATTENTION:
100, which is being given Spring
quarter, should not be taken by
transfer students but is for those
who already have had Nature
Study 10A, B, and C. and are looking for elective natural science
units. Those who are interested
in taking this course should report
to the Education office, room 61,
and leave their names.
LUTHERAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Sunday at 8:45 a.m.
at Immanuel Lutheran church.
Breakfast and Bible study.
All
Lutheran students invited.
KAPPA PHI: Don’t forget "Dad
and Daughter" banquet.
ALL PERSONS holding La Torre proofs must turn them in to
Wing’s studio by today.
MUSIC APPRECIATION: Today at 12:30 p.m. at Student Y.
FOOTBALL CANDIDATES: All
candidates for the 1948 varsity
football team will meet Monday
in S112 at 3 p.m.
The meeting
will not last over 30 minutes.

FOUND: Sheaf fer fountain pen.
Owner identify. See Roberts in
Daily office, 1-1:30 p.m.
Y PROGRAM COMMITTEE:
LOST: Roll of maps with rubToday at 1 p.m. at Student Y.
ber band around them. Need for
CAMPBELL HIGH GRADS: final! Please
return to Spartan
The 1945 grads will hold their secDaily office.
ond reunion tonight at the Campbell Women’s club. Dinner at 6:30.
Reservations must be made immediately.

Contrary to an erroneous announcement made over a local
radio station Wednesday night,
Jack Faulk, Spartan footballer,
was not ejected from the Pepperdine game for profanity Wednesday night.
According to people who saw
what happened, Faulk jumped to
his feet, expressing protest at an
official’s decision, at the same
time another fan threw something at the official.
The official saw Faulk standing
there and assumed that it was he
who had thrown the object. He
ordered Faulk to leave the gym.
According to basketball players
and Coach Bob Bronzan, who were
much closer than the radio announcer, Faulk did not may a word.
SPARTAN DAILY ADS
GET SURE, QUICK RESULTS!
Donny.Watrous Attractions
Civic Auditorium

TONIGHT

BALLET THEATRE
Co, of 100. Smelt. Orch.

GISELLE - INTERPLAY
GALA PERFORMANCE
tax
MON., MARCH 8 at 8:30

1.20, 1.60, 2.40, 3.00, 3.60 inc.

SAN CARLO OPERA CO.
"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"
and "PAGLIACCI"
Co. of 126 - Symph. Orch.
1.20, 1.80, 2.40, 3.00 inc. tax
Col. 7087
Atrd. Box Office

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Block and a half
from college. Room for boy; large
closet, dresser and study table. 426
S. 7th St. Bal. 2114-R.
MEALS for three students, two
blocks from college.
Reasonable.
Bal. 2417-M. 280 S. 9th St.
LOST: Amethyst ring, at the
Inter-Fraternity dance, Feb. 13.
Reward. Contact Pat Burns, Bal.
6112.
FOR SALE: ’30 Ford coupe. Has
been in accident, can be fixed;
body wrecked, motor excellent,
good tires and new battery. Bal.
5220 after 2:30 today or Saturday.

The women’s and
children’s wear
industries offer
rewarding opportunity
to a variety of

ARE YOU
UNAWARE OF UNDERWEAR?

CREATIVE TALENTS
Virtually every type of creative ambition finds a satisfying outlet in the women’s and children s wear
industries of America.
These industries have, in fact, progressed to q,
present position as third largest in the United S!
by their effective utilization of these varied talc

At the home of

Fred "Duffy" Peive, Mgr.

Men & Women’s P.E.
Classes held here.
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES

12 Lanes

If you’re laughing on the outside
dying On the inside (from
creeping shorts with a cruel center
seam) you’re not aware of the
wonders of Arrow underwear!

Whether the individual goal is business administ
tion, fashion creation and production, merchandising,
advertising or sales management, the fashion indus
tries offer a rich field for the fulfallrpent of one’s

Switch to Arrow shorts and relax.
Arrow shortiwith the patented
seamless crotch) come in a variety
of styles with either gripper fasteners or buttons and are Sanforized labeled, guaranteeing less than
l"c shrinkage. $1.25, $1.50, and
S1.75.

Introducing
Mao Wissaeses amid Clialidrea’s Wear ladastrr
to
THE AMERICAN COLLEGIATE PUBLIC

FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE
BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara Bel 8423

series sponsored by "Women’s Wear Daily," a
Fairchild Publication, 7 East 12th St., New York 3, N.Y.
A

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWEAR

HANDKERCHIEFS

SPORTS

SHIRAI-

